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ABSTRACT

A well-known, benchmarked code, where a Bohm–gyro-Bohm transport model is complemented

with an empiricalscaling for the dynamics of Internal Transport Barriers (ITBs), is used to

model the ITB oscillations often seen in advanced tokamak scenarios with a dominant fraction

of bootstrap current.

INTRODUCTION

Internal Transport Barriers (ITBs) are an important field in magnetic-fusion research, attracting a

considerable theoretical and experimental effort, particularly in the pursuit of socalled Advanced-

Tokamak (AT) scenarios for the Steady-State (SS) operation of nuclear-fusion reactors [1]–[11].

ITBs lead to a strong increase in central plasma confinement and also provide, via the steepening of

the plasma-pressure gradient ∇P, a significant fraction of the self-generated BootStrap (BS) current

that very much helps to minimize the amount of power recirculated to the external Current-Drive

(CD) sources. Present theories and experimental evidence point to the interplay between the E×B

flow and the magnetic shears, ωE×B and s, respectively, as a basic ingredient governing ITB dynamics

[2], [4], [6]–[8]. With a fair amount of success, the physics underlying ITB formation and

sustainement has been captured by scaling criteria for transport reduction of the form C1+C2s-

C3ωE×B /γITG < 0, with C1 ≈ 0 and C2 ≈ C3 ≈ 1 empirically fitted constants, and γITG a linear growth

rate that properly normalizes ωE×B [2], [4], [7], [8], [11].

AT BS-dominated plasmas sometimes exhibit a cyclic behavior linked to ITB buildup and collapse,

a phenomenon deleterious for SS plasma performance that has been identified numerically [1], [3],

[10], [11] and observed experimentally [5], [8], [9]. Computationally, ITB oscillations can be seen

when ωE×B is either neglected [1], [3] or negligible [11], so  the ITB criterion becomes essentially s <

C1/C2 ≈ 0. In such cases, an ITB is formed when there is locally a MagneticShear Reversal (MSR),

which demands an off-axis peaking of the plasma current density, as can be provided by LowerHybrid

(LH) CD. Basically, on the one hand, the foot of the ITB coincides roughly with the MSR layer, the

latter initially defined by the LH current density jLH, and, on the other hand, the peak in the BS current

density jBS, which sits where ∇P is the strongest, is located slightly inwards from the ITB foot [1], [3],

[10], [11]. So, and introducing a normalized fluxsurface coordinate ρ, one has ρITB ≈ ρMSR and ρBS <

ρITB, with ρMSR ≈ ρLH in the early stages of ITB formation. As the ITB builds up, further steepening ∇

P, at one point there is an inversion in the relative strengths of the jBS and jLH peaks, the former

controlling now the location where MSR occurs. So, ρMSR ≈ ρBS in the ITB fully developped phase,

whence ρITB ≈ ρBS which, togehter with the mismatch between the BS peak and the ITB foot, yields

ρBS < ρBS. Hopelessly trying to comply to such a condition, the BS peak “runs after itself” and drifts

towards the plasma center until it no longer defines an MSR layer, which causes the ITB collapse and

gives the lead back to jLH to start a new cycle. Understanding this mechanism is crucial to devise ways

of circumventing, or controlling, these ITB oscillations [11], and much can be learned from a suitable

visualization of the time evolution of the profiles for quantities such as jLH, jBS, and P.
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Typical ITB oscillations in P and jBS when ωE×B  is negligible are shown, together with jLH, in Fig. 1,

which has been obtained using the JETTO code, in which a Bohm–gyro- Bohm (B–gB) transport model

is combined with the empirical ITB criterion given above [2], [7]. JETTO has been used to simulate AT

discharges relevant for future operation of the Joint European Torus (JET) [10], [11], the set–C1 = 0.1

and C2 = C3 = 1 having been fixed by analyzing shots from different tokamaks [7], and having been kept

after benchmarking to an actual JET discharge [10], [11]. 1The data are for a JET-like deuterium plasma

with ion effective charge Zeff = 3, magnetic field on axis B0 = 3.45T, total plasma current IP = 2.3MA,

pedestal values of electron density and electron and ion temperatures neped = 2.5×1019 m-3, Teped =

1.5keV, and Tiped = 1.8keV, and power levels for Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH), Neutral-

Beam Injection (NBI), and LHCD of PICRH = 10MW, PNBI = 32MW, and PLH = 4MW. In addition, the

volume-averaged electron density and electron and ion temperatures, as well as the NBI-, LH-, and BS-

driven currents oscillate around  〈ne〉 ≈ . 4.4 ×1019 m-3, 〈Te〉  ≈ 5.2keV,  〈Ti〉  ≈ 6.5keV, INBI ≈ 0.2 MA, ILH

≈ 0.5MA, and IBS ≈ 1.6MA, respectively. Looking at Fig. 1, one sees that ρLH remains fairly at the same

location, whereas ρBS follows the cycles of ITB growth and collapse, successively rising slightly inwards

from ρITB and moving towards the plasma center. Moreover, ρBS evolves well correlated with ρITB

except for a small delay at the start of each cycle, indicating the first does define the location of the

second for most of the time but for the very beginning of ITB formation, when the externally driven jLH

is there to locally promote MSR and thus trigger an ITB.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, using the well-known and benchmarked JETTO transport code, which features a B–

gB model with an empirical ITB threshold condition, AT scenarios in JETlike plasmas have been

simulated to yield images of ITB oscillations that very much help in grasping the mechanism behind

such cyclic behavior.
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Figure 1. Time evolution of the profiles for the LH- and BS-driven current densities jLH and jBS, and for the plasma
pressure P. Also shown is the time evolution of the locations for the LH and BS current-density peaks and for the ITB
foot, respectively, ρLH, ρBS, and ρITB. The latter is retrieved as the outermost ρ value that verifies the condition C1 +
C2s - C3ωE×B /γITG = 0.
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